HARPSICLES BY REES HARPS
SHARPSICLE® HARP - $659.00
The Sharpsicle™ Harp has levers on C & F strings, making it
well suited for Celtic music. It can be played in the keys of C, D,
G and the relative minors and it has bridge pins on all the strings
so additional levers can be added later if desired. This is a great,
budget friendly model to start on. The Sharpsicle™ Harp is
incredibly popular with harp and music teachers for use with
students. Available in natural maple, black, white, red, orange,
yellow, green, blue, purple and pink. Comes with string chart
and tuning wrench.
• 6 lbs (2.72 kg)
FLATSICLE™ HARP - $704.00
Musicians who are comfortable on other instruments often begin their
experimentation on harp with a Flatsicle™ Harp. The Flatsicle™ Harp
has sharping levers installed on the C, F & B strings, allowing the
player to play in the keys of C, D, G, F and the relative minors. On this
instrument we recommend that the B-string be tuned down to B-flat
and sharped to B natural for the keys of F and D-minor. As with the
Sharpsicle™ Harp, the Flatsicle™ Harp can have levers added later
as needed. This model is extremely popular with music therapists and
is recommended by the International Harp Therapy Program. It comes
with a string chart and tuning wrench.
• 6.2 lbs (2.81 kg)

FULLSICLE™ HARP - $924.00
The Fullsicle™ Harp has full levers which makes the complete range of lever harp music available.
This harp can be played in 8 keys, Eb, Bb, F, C, G, D, A and E and the relative minors. The Fullsicle™
Harp is well loved and played by traveling harp professionals and skilled amateurs all over the
world. Fullsicle™ Harps also tend to be the favorite of those with general music knowledge or those
who play other instruments like piano, guitar and violin because having full sharping adds considerably
more flexibility and opens musical possibility. Each Fullsicle™ Harp comes with a string chart and
tuning wrench.
• 6.4 lbs

Specs for all harps:
•
•
•
•
•

26 strings
36 inches tall (91.44 cm)
2 year warranty
3.5 octaves
range is G to C below

Colors:
Natural
Maple
White
Black
Red

Yellow
Green
Blue
Purple
Pink

Accessories:
Harp Bag - $120.00
Harp Stick $25.00
Adjustable Stand - $124.00
(for sitting with harp)
Standing Stand - $216.00
(for standing with harp)

